
Bossard Inventory Management, or BIM, takes 
reliable care of the full procurement of all B- and 
C-parts of Bossard and third parties. BIM involves 
a network of qualified suppliers approved by you. 
With this solution we provide the highest degree of 
reliability, the delivery of top-quality products and 
a seamless supply. 

These strengths characterize BIM:
 § streamlining of supplier base
 § one partner
 § full supplier management
 § full order management
 § automatic flow of information 
 § coordination of material flow
 § integration of existing suppliers 
 § monthly invoice

BIM offers you the following benefits:
 § highest supply guarantee
 § reduced stock, less space required
 § lower capital commitment
 § lean process
 § lower your process costs
 § less administration
 § partner with many years of experience
 § lower your total cost of ownership
 § increase your efficiency
 § enhance your profitability
 § more time for your core activities
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Supply base consolidation
 
Bossard takes complete care of the B- and C-parts 
management and ensures customers efficiency in a 
sustainable way
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How we manage your inventory

1. Bossard offers several different Kanban sys-
tems: SmartBin, SmartLabel, SmartCard, Code, 
2Bin. A combination of these systems can be 
used, depending on your requirements.

2. When the re-order point is reached, data is 
automatically compiled and sent by Bossard to 
the suppliers integrated in the B- and C-parts 
management system. 

3. These suppliers prepare the required amounts 
of the products and label them with the location 
of the item.

4. Bossard consolidates the ordered items into 
one shipment which is sent to the customer. 
Depending on the pre-defined agreement, we 
deliver the material either to the dock or directly 
to the point of use. 

For more information on Bossard customer logistics 
solutions, please refer to our main brochure.

Should you have any questions regarding Bossard 
Inventory Management or the the full range of 
Bossard customer logistics systems, please do not 
hesitate to contact us.
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Automatic demand recognition

Point of use replenishment Consolidation and delivery

Seamless order management

Customer logistics solutions


